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Lynn Morgan campaign signs stolen and vandalized
Pioneer, CA__ Large signs supporting the re-election of Amador County District 3 Supervisor
Lynn Morgan have recently been stolen or vandalized near Buckhorn. A few weeks ago, Lynn
and her husband, Pat Minyard, discovered that a 4’x 4’ sign had been stolen from one of
Morgan’s supporter’s private property along Highway 88.
Then on Friday afternoon, April 13, Minyard noticed that one of Lynn’s 8’x 4’ signs and another
4’ x 4’ sign had been defaced by someone who had taped signs reading “We Miss Ted” on them.
The signs apparently refer to former supervisor Theodore “Ted” Novelli, whom Morgan defeated
in 2014. He is not a candidate for election this year.

“I’m sure Ted and Jennifer aren’t happy to see this,” Morgan said. “They’re very respectful of
private property rights. It’s truly unfortunate and disappointing that this sort of malicious, illegal
activity has occurred in a local political campaign. It’s sad to see the kind of disrespect now
commonplace on the national political scene show up here in Amador County.
“I have no reason to believe that Jeff Brown is behind any of this, or supports it,” Morgan added.
“But I’d like to see him condemn the theft and vandalism. I would certainly do that if his signs
were damaged or stolen.”
“We’ll be reporting these acts of vandalism to the Sheriff,” said Minyard. “I know how hard
Lynn works for District 3, and she’s a proponent for civil debate as fundamental to our
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democracy. We replaced the stolen sign and hope to clean up the ones we found Friday, but
really, isn’t our county better than this?”
For more about Morgan and her campaign, or to request a sign, see www.re-electlynn.com.
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